In the name of ALLAH the Most Gregarious Most Merciful. We ask ALLAH to send HIS
peace and blessings on the Messenger Mohammad S.A.W.
To proceed
15 centuries ago mankind was stuck in immense darkness and loss. An immense darkness
that had covered the world and the hearts of the people, which was shirk and idle
worshipping. Before the hearts were completely covered and sealed. ALLAH in HIS Infinite
Wisdom chose this particular time to reveal his final revelation and guidance to mankind.
ALLAH Exalted in Might chose to reveal his final revelation to the best of the children of
Adam A.S. From all history and chose our Noble Prophet Mohammad S.A.W.
The Prophethood of the Nabi Mohammad S.A.W. Was a huge favour and blessing and mercy
from the Creator to HIS Creation.
ALLAH Most High illuminated the earth and the hearts of the people with HIS Guidance and
light of faith. HE also saved the people from idle worshipping, hardships and their corrupt
traditions. He Possessor of All Might took them out from the oppression of man made law to
the justice of Al-Islam. HE Owner and Sustainer of everything took them from human
slavery and raised them up to servitude of their LORD and MAKER ALLAH. Then Devine
justice was established on the earth once more. May ALLAH keep us firm on HIS Guidance.
This Prophet was Promised by ALLAH and sent to free the earth. The message that He Alaihi
salatu WAssalam was sent with was to reach all people and every corner of the earth. All
those who opposed him, their names are all lost in the dust bins of history. They are among
the worst people in front of ALLAH and will be raised among the worst. It dose not matter
what names they attributed to them selves. The fact remains the same.
May ALLAH Protect us.
From the stretches of history, whoever had chosen to follow the guidance given to our Noble
Prophet and Leader, has had an immense change in their lives. As it was for the noble
companions, May ALLAH BE PLEASED WITH THEM ALL. The world will be at your
service.
Qatada said.
The Arabs before Islam, before Prophethood of Mohammad S.A.W. Had the most bitter lives
and were humiliated. They were a people that were bare, hungry and confused. They would
always be attacked robbed and could not defend themselves. I don't believe that there was a
nation that lived worse then us. Until ALLAH Honoured us with Al-Islam. Then we became
honoured and established on the land. And our provisions and wealth were increased. Islam
made us kings amongst the other nations. As you can see yourselves how much goodness we
have been given because of Islam."
May ALLAH Grant us Goodness.
Be greatfull to your LORD For ALLAH is the OWNER of Bounties and HE LOVES HIS
greatfull servants.
The Companions truly saw the Sunnah as such a special and honourable way to be. The way
they saw it is a way that we could never imagine. Apart from those who have researched the
lives of the companions in detail. The establishing of the Sunnah of The Nabi Mohammad
S.A.W. Was a reason for ALLAH being pleased with them. It became a reason for them
attaining the forgiveness of ALLAH The Most Merciful. Because the forgiveness of ALLAH
Most High is from following the Sunnah of the Nabi S.A.W.
As ALLAH THE MAJESTIC STATES.
SAY, IF YOU REALLY LOVE ALLAH THEN FOLLOW ME, AND ALLAH SHALL
LOVE YOU AND FORGIVE YOU YOUR SINS, ALLAH IS MOST FORGIVING VERY
MERCIFUL.
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Because, from the Sunnah of the Nabi we have lessons of how we can establish the Quran
and the commands of our LORD. everything of the Nabi Mohammad S.A.W. Big and small
was revelation.
Here are a few examples of how serious the Companions took the Sunnah in learning and
implementing it.
In Bukhari and Muslim we read that Omar Ibn Khattab may ALLAH be pleased with him
said.
I had a neighbour from the Ansaar and we used to take turns in visiting the Prophet of
ALLAH. Any day in which I was absent from seeing the Prophet S.A.W. What ever
revelation came to him my neighbour would relate it back to me and whenever he was absent
I would do the same.
Ahmad Tabarani related from Abu Ya'la to Jaabir ibn Abdullah that Abdullah ibn Anis in
Shaam has something from the prophet that Jaabir has not heard before. He Jaabir said that I
bought a camel and prepared myself to go to Shaam. He journeyed for a month until he
arrived at the door of Abdullah ibn Anis. He knocked at the door and was greeted by the door
keeper. Abdullah ibn Anis Was informed that Jaabir was at the door. He then asked is it
Jaabir ibn Abdullah, the door keeper replied yes. Ibn Anis came out in a rush and they
embraced one another. Then Jaabir said " I heard that you have a Hadith from the Prophet
S.A.W. And I was afraid that either I or you would die and I would not hear it.
A very important lesson from the life of the Companions. They used to follow and submit to
everything the messenger told them. Without out questioning what a certain action meant or
the wisdom behind it.
May ALLAH give us understanding.
It is reported from Bukhari and Muslim that Omar ibn Khattab the leader of the Muslims
when kissing the black stone would say.
"No doubt I know that you are a stone and that you can neither benefit nor harm anyone. Had
I not seen the Prophet of ALLAH kissing you I would never have kissed you."
Subhanallah listen and take lesson my dear brothers and sisters.
Abdullah ibn Mas'ood was walking towards the masjid and he saw the Messenger on the
Minbar. As he came by the door, he heard the Messenger S.A.W. Say "sit down" straight
away without hesitation Abdullah sat at the door. There was so much space between him and
the lines. But he still stayed sitting at the same place until the Rasool S.A.W. Said come "in
Abdullah".
Look at this Subhannallah, no hesitation, not thinking dose He mean me or someone else.
Took the order straight away.
Oh you guests of the house of ALLAH. returning to the Sunnah and upholding it will give us
honour and dignity. It will give us happiness in this world and inn shaa ALLAH raise our
ranks in the next world. It brings calmness, rest, ease and happiness to our hearts and between
our seven and our families and piety for our wives and children.
We would become the establishers of goodness on the earth and our communities. The
Twagheet (oppressors amongst men) will break once more under the justice of Islam. May
ALLAH JALLA JALALUHU break them like their leaders of old, pharaoh, hamman,
nimroud and Abu jahil. And may ALLAH Make us whiteness it in out times.
May ALLAH make us understand and implement the Sunnah of the Honoured Nabi
Mohammad S.A.W. And make us among His Companions in JANNATUL FIRDOS.
AMEEN AND ALLAH KNOWS BEST.

